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When the green industry was new in Colorado, the land was relatively barren, with the

obvious exception of forested mountain areas. As a result, landscape companies felt free

to design and construct projects with minimal concerns about injuring preexisting

landscape plants. In particular, there was little need to worry about harming trees,

because, for the most part, there weren’t many to harm.

In retrospect, this absence of constraints regarding existing trees probably had something

to do with Colorado companies becoming leaders in creative design and efficient

installation of landscapes. These are achievements to be proud of, especially in light of

the difficulties involved in growing plants in our hostile environment. However, some of

the common practices that evolved have proven, in recent decades, to be very damaging

to trees that have long since grown, both in numbers and size. Landscape companies do

not always realize that they have done any harm, since it can take years for trees to reveal

the full extent of the damage done to them.

Meanwhile, many trees have died, and many more have been left deformed and/or

diseased. Some of these trees were, ironically, essential elements in the designers’ visions

of the finished yards. Others held great sentimental, aesthetic or practical value for the

owners. With the maturation of our urban forests in recent decades, and with increased

demand for renovation of existing landscapes, a new approach, one that regards tree

preservation as a central focus, is called for.

A very quick (and, hopefully, fascinating) review of some relevant aspects of tree biology

is an important step in approaching this topic. Any such review must begin with a

discussion of roots, and the roles they serve in the tree system.

Tree Biology in 488 or fewer words
Tree roots perform three essential functions. First, they anchor the stem(s) and crown,

preventing these very large, potentially dangerous plants from toppling over. Second,

they take up water, oxygen, and dissolved elements. Finally, they provide space for

storage of food, in the form of starch. The anchoring function of roots is self-evident, and

does not need to be expanded upon; the others need a bit of discussion.

Any tree deprived of water becomes stressed, and thus far more susceptible to insects,

diseases and death. Water is necessary for two vital processes, the first being
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photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is the process of trapping and storing energy from the sun.

Water is a key ingredient in the manufacture of glucose, the molecule in which the sun’s

energy is initially stored. Trees need energy for all their processes, such as growth,

compartmentalization of decay and reproduction. The second important use for water is

in the transportation of chemicals to different parts of the tree system. The vessels and

tracheids are like highway systems for compounds, and water is the vehicle that carries

them.

In addition to water, roots absorb and transport at least thirteen essential elements, in

ionized form from soil particles, to other parts of the tree. Many of these elements are

critical for photosynthesis; others are essential in the building of enzymes and other

important compounds.

Another vital function of roots is to absorb gaseous oxygen, which is usually found in the

pore spaces between the grains in soils. In trees, as with all plants, oxygen is the key

element used in respiration, or “burning” of energy stored in the bonds of carbohydrate

and starch molecules.

Finally, roots also provide storage space for energy, in the form of starch. This stored

energy is mainly used when a tree begins “working” again at the end of each dormant

season.

Roots are thus central to tree health, but the parts found above ground are equally

important and just as susceptible to injury during landscape construction.

Stems, or trunks and branches, contain the passageways along which a tree’s materials

travel. They also provide storage space for starches, and they physically support those

parts of the crown above them. When stem tissue is wounded, decay is the inevitable

result. Decaying trees can become hazardous fairly quickly.

To defend against decay, trees have a built-in process called “compartmentalization”,

which attempts to wall off the infected wood from surrounding wood. The larger the

wound, though, (and the more stressed the tree), the less likely it is that it can be

effectively compartmentalized. In addition, compartmentalization, by walling off decay,

makes portions of the tree unavailable for normal functions, such as transport of materials

and storage of energy. (See http://www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/misc/treedecay/pg12-

19.htm for Dr. Alex Shigo’s definitive paper on this subject).

Last, but not least, leaves are a tree’s photosynthesis factories. They also drive all uptake

and upward transport of water and dissolved elements through a process called

transpiration. Without leaves, there can be no water in a tree.
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Root, Root, Root for the Home Team

(or, Designing to Preserve Root Health)

Grade Changes

A common element of modern landscape designs is grade change near trees. Many trees

have been killed by either adding to or cutting away from the grade. Some have had to try

to survive both of these practices (Photo 1).

Photo 1) This Silver Maple has not only had many of its roots severed, (left side), but has

also had soil added to grade (right side).

Cutting into the grade removes roots from the system. Most roots are found within

inches, not feet, of the surface (see Photo 2). The result, in addition to trees being more

likely to fall over, is that their capacity to absorb water, oxygen and dissolved elements is

reduced. Trees that are already under stress, due to drought, insects, disease or previous

construction, are quite likely to suffer serious dieback or death when their roots are

severed. But perfectly healthy ones can die, too, especially during very hot, dry periods.

Many new landscape installations include concrete or flagstone walks and patios. Every

effort should be made to construct these on grade, or at a better distance from trees, to

avoid this type of injury. (See Photos 3, 4, and 5.)
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Photo 2) The grade was lowered near this Linden. Note how close the roots are to the

surface, and how far they are found from the base of this fairly mature tree.

Photo 4) Note how the grade was lowered for

installation of the walkway.

Photo 3) The middle of these three Silver Maples is already showing signs of stress

within a couple of months of the installation of a concrete walk and steps.
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Photo 5) Another Silver Maple, several years after the grade was cut into on three sides.

Note the topping cuts all around the crown. These cuts were made in response to the

massive dieback that occurred after the grade change. The base of this very large piece

of dying wood is rotting due to the severing of its roots. The trunk and upper stems are

decaying due to the dieback. (This tree was removed about 2 months after the photo was

taken.)

As harmful as cutting into the grade can be, adding to it can be just as damaging. When

soil is piled up above the root zone, trees are deprived of sufficient oxygen for

respiration. As with animals, this deprivation of oxygen is termed “suffocation”, and it

often results in death (See Photos 6 and 7). Adding to the grade also frequently interferes

with the historic drainage patterns to which trees will have adapted their root systems.

The result will be reduced absorption of both water and elements.
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Photo 6) Most of the crown of this Cottonwood died and was removed after the grade

was raised around it.
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Photo 7) A view of the base of the same Cottonwood. The decking around it covers a well

that was constructed in an attempt to preserve some soil oxygen for uptake. Note that the

flower pot in the background is sitting on the stump of a second tree (which died within a

couple of years of the grade change).

Soil Compaction

When soil is compacted, its pore spaces shrink in size, and the soil’s capacity to hold both

water and oxygen is thereby decreased. Many landscape sites end up severely compacted.

Probably the biggest factor in such compaction is the over-use of heavy machinery

around root zones.

Skid steers are the primary culprits in most cases; these machines are clearly overused.

They should not be used to scrape old grass up near trees, given that such grass can easily

be killed in other ways that don’t compact soil around trees (or shred surface

roots—another bad result). If the area is to be mulched, the grass can be killed with

systemic herbicide such as Roundup, and then covered with the mulch. If a lawn needs

improving, manual de-thatching followed by seeding is a sound alternative to mechanical

scraping, adding soil, grading mechanically and then adding sod.

Skid steers have also been observed ripping old pipes out of the ground around trees,

transporting small loads such as single bags of concrete and grading extensively around

trees. Landscape crews should be taught to distinguish between necessary and

unnecessary or harmful uses of the skid steer.

The reality, however, is that in today’s competitive marketplace, the skid steer is

probably the most important tool for many companies. If you must use one, several things

can be done to limit damage to trees. For starters, you should limit the area that it is

allowed to travel in. Lanes of travel should be clearly delineated and protective mats,

such as Alturnamats, or a bed of mulch (approximately 10” deep) should be placed on the
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lanes, to distribute the load. Additionally, sturdy fencing should be erected around trees,

at a good distance from the trunks. If you are looking at purchasing or renting a skid

steer, consider getting a multi terrain loader instead. The rubber tracks exert far less

pressure on the soil, and afford the machine greater traction and maneuverability.

Photo 8) A multi terrain loader causes far less soil compaction than a skid steer.

Another source of soil compaction is the piling of materials under trees. Bricks, stone,

soil and other materials all get deposited under trees to keep them out from under foot in

areas where more extensive work is being done. These piles cause serious soil

compaction. They are also usually put in place by heavy machines, which, in turn, cause

more compaction, as well as occasional stem wounds.

For a more complete discussion of soil compaction, go to http://www.artistic-

arborist.com/apr_2005.htm

Trenching

Trenching near trees, like lowering the grade, causes them to significantly lose root

absorption capacity. It also makes it more likely that a given tree will uproot in a wind

storm. And, it presents one more possible opportunity for a machine to compact soil.

Much of the trenching done by landscape installers is for irrigation hoses, though burying

of electric lines for lighting is also very common. (See Photos 9. 10, and 11.)
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Photo 9) Trenching for an irrigation system has removed a substantial proportion of the

absorbing capacity of these two Elm’s root systems. It has also increased the possibility

that one of the trees may fall into the street during a wind storm.

There are a number of ways to minimize tree root damage due to irrigation installation.

The first, and simplest, is to utilize mulch instead of sod under trees (see lawn

installation, below). In this scenario, the trees themselves can be watered with drip hoses

under the mulch. However, if the client insists on a lawn, and trenching is deemed

necessary, all pipes should be run at as large a radius from the trunks of trees as is

possible. If sprinkler heads must be placed under the crown of a tree, the trench should

approach the tree radially, and it should be dug by hand, so that roots can be tunneled

under when they are encountered. Once roots have been severed, it is very important that

they are cut clean, just prior to backfilling, and that the backfill is watered regularly, in

order to generate new growth from the root ends.
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Photo 10) This Douglas Fir uprooted in a windstorm, soon after sprinkler system

trenching severed many of its roots. Note how one of the hoses was not pulled up with the

roots—it remains just beyond the point where they were trenched.

 

Photo 11) A close-up of one of the severed roots on the same Douglas Fir
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Lawn installation

Trees evolved in forests, where their roots adapted to the highly composted, aerated

environment of the forest floor. Lush lawns are foreign and, in many ways, stressful to

trees. The most important way in which they induce stress is related to how their watering

needs differ from those of trees. Trees need less frequent application of a far greater

volume of water than is commonly applied to grass. Remember, trees require both

oxygen and water to be available in the pore spaces of the soil. But, at any given time, it

is difficult to provide them with both. So in order for a tree to be healthy, the soil must

oscillate between being water-rich and oxygen-rich. When a lawn is irrigated above a

tree’s root zone, the tendency is to maintain a shallow film of water that doesn’t allow

oxygen to penetrate into the soil, but that also isn’t voluminous enough to work its way,

under gravitational pull, down past the tree’s roots. Trees will respond to this condition

by sending their roots right up to the surface (at which point the homeowner will

frequently beg an arborist to remove the roots so that the lawn can look good again).

Wood chip mulch is, to many eyes, an aesthetically pleasing alternative to sod under

trees. It also comes much closer to reproducing the forest root environment in that it helps

hold moisture in the soil during drought periods, and composts over time to help aerate

and enrich the soil. (Of course, both of these benefits are negated when weed barrier is

used. This product is usually unnecessary anyway, since weeds rarely dominate in

mulched, deep shade conditions).

Rototilling

Good landscape companies know that the plants they install will usually be healthier if

they condition and/or amend the soil on site, and they frequently use rototillers to achieve

this result. When trees are present, however, this is not a good practice, as the resulting

churning of roots will cause significant stress. One way to improve new plants’ root

environments without amending and tilling is by simply laying down an inch or two of

compost under wood chip mulch. The mulch itself will also compost over time, and,

though it may take a few years, a good soil will form around the interface of the old soil

and the compost above it.

Acceptable Distance of Root Disruption

How close to the base of a tree can one change the grade, compact the soil, trench,

rototill, etc., without damaging it? Arborists disagree slightly on this. Some prefer that

changes occur outside a radius (in feet) equal to the numerical value of the circumference

of the tree in inches. Others will allow changes within a radius (in feet) equal to the

numerical value of two times the diameter of the tree in inches.

Either way, the zone of protection for tree roots is quite large. As an example, using the

more liberal of these two rules of thumb, an acceptable location for lowering the grade on

the approximately 20” Maple in Photo 1 would be about 40 feet away, or somewhere

beyond the middle of the road. And, the wells that were dug around the cottonwoods in

Photo 6 would have to have diameters of about 60 feet.
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These are problems that arose during the design phases. Installation crews should not be

held responsible for tree damage that is an unavoidable result of a design they were

handed.

Photo 12) The crew that installed this fence came up with a novel approach to bypassing

the stem of a mature Ash tree – then they changed their minds, and lowered the top rail.

Who is to blame, the crew or the designer? (Maybe both, in this instance).

Upbeat Conclusion
I believe that many potential customers are eager to listen when they are told of ways to

reach their goals in relatively tree-friendly ways. A forward thinking company will

realize that, far from making it harder to compete, focusing on tree preservation

represents an opportunity to tap into a potentially lucrative market. If given the choice,

many clients will be impressed by those companies that express an appreciation for their

trees and propose to design carefully around them. These yards will demonstrate for

years, and then decades, how well such companies understand comprehensive approaches

to beautifying the land.

But beyond the business considerations, aren’t we members of the Green Industry

because we fundamentally love plants? That love should extend to trees, which count as

plants too, even though they are so large that we sometimes tend to take them for granted.

With a little knowledge, and some careful planning, we can ensure that they will still be

standing long after the job is finished.
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Photo 13) Straws on the Camel’s Back phenomenon – This exceptional design and

installation tells a very common tale. Nothing particularly drastic was done. The grade

was changed very slightly; there was some soil compaction and some trenching at far

right. All this occurred within the context of our recent droughts. What caused the

dieback in the Lodgepole pine? Perhaps all of these factors.


